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Abstract— The majority of the works on grasping consider
both object as well as robot hand parameters to be accurately
known and do not take into account the constraints imposed
by the robot hand. In this paper, a complete methodology is
proposed that handles the grasping problem under a wide range
of uncertainties. Initially, we search for an acceptable posture
that provides robustness against positioning inaccuracies and
maximizes the ability of the robot hand to exert forces on the
object. Subsequently, in order to secure the grasp stability, we
also deal with the determination of sufficient contact forces.
Finally, an appropriate tactile sensor setup, mounted on the
robot hand, allow us to reduce the magnitude of uncertainty
regarding the grasping parameters. The efficiency of our approach is validated through extensive experimental paradigms
using a 15 DoF DLR/HIT II robotic hand attached at the end
effector of a 7 DoF Mitsubishi PA10 robotic manipulator.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Grasp synthesis algorithms yielding optimal form/force
closure grasps have received great attention in the past.
Form closure ensures object immobility in the face of any
external disturbance and is purely related to the position of
the contact points and the object geometry. Force closure
is a similar property but relies on the ability of the robotic
hand to exert sufficient forces on the object, allowing also
friction to help balance external loads [1]. Nevertheless,
most of the developed methods assume that the robot hand
fingers can move precisely to the desired contact points and
consider object parameters to be accurately known. Multiple
reasons, such as control errors, low encoder resolution and
backlash, can lead to contact points deviation. Moreover,
object properties (friction coefficient, center of mass, ...)
depend mainly on the material, roughness and shape of the
object and their exact values cannot be accurately estimated.
As showed in [2], the existence of these uncertainties can
even cause the grasp to lose the force closure property;
hence they must be taken into account during both grasping
posture/force selection.
The concept of independent contact regions has been
introduced to compensate for positioning accuracy errors in
grasping; if each contact point is located inside the corresponding region on the surface of the object, a force closure
grasp is obtained. Multiple studies have focused on the
computation of independent contact regions: on polyhedral
objects [3], discretized 3-d objects [4] involving also the
task wrench space [5]. However, these approaches emphasize
exclusively on discrete points on the object. Therefore, it
may be impossible for the resulting grasp configuration to
be implemented by an anthropomorphic robotic hand.
Robotic hands are mechanical artifacts subject to joint
torque limitations. Thus, apart from choosing a suitable

configuration, it is important to be able to perform the grasp
with the lowest possible amount of power. Towards this goal,
many force optimization algorithms have been proposed: in
[6] the problem is solved as linear program, in [7] using the
SDP methods, and in [8] using sensitivity analysis. However,
these works are designed for precise fingertip positioning
on the object and exact knowledge of object parameters,
leading, thus, to potential unsuccessful results in real world
applications.
In this paper we synthesize a complete framework towards
the implementation of a stable robust grasp. Aiming at
satisfying the kinematic constraints of the robotic hand, the
determination of independent contact regions is incorporated
in a posture-selection algorithm. In addition, our postureselection scheme yields a configuration that is able to transmit efficiently forces on the contact points. Inspired by the
work of Fungtammasan and Watanabe [9], we also search
for sufficient contact forces that can generate a force closure
grasp, even when deviation of contact points and object
parameters occurs. Furthermore, appropriate tactile sensors
play a key role in our approach, as they are exploited to
minimize the magnitude of uncertainties regarding the grasp
configuration and further relax the computation of contact
forces. To verify the proposed grasping strategy, experiments
are conducted using the 15 DoF DLR/HIT II attached on the
7 DoF Mitsubishi PA10. The tactile sensor we employ in
the experiment is the five finger 4256e Grip sensor (Tekscan
Inc.) consisting of 320 individual sensing elements.
II. P OSTURE SELECTION SCHEME
A. Search for an acceptable force closure grasp
The software/hardware limitations of a robotic hand together with the uncertainties regarding the object physical
properties render the task of precise contact positioning
extremely difficult. For example, experimental results in our
lab with the DLR/HIT II robot hand, have shown that joint
displacement errors occur up to 1.5 degree. In this respect,
it is essential to introduce the concept of independent contact regions to the grasp configuration searching algorithm.
Our initial plan was to formulate the problem such that,
given any initial grasp, we would be able to produce a
robust grasp configuration with respect to positioning errors.
However, the computation of independent contact regions is
impossible, unless the particular configuration yields a force
closure grasp [4], [5]. Hence, the first step is to generate an
efficient force closure grasp, compatible with the kinematic
constraints.
We consider an n p -fingered robotic hand with nq rotational
joints in total, grasping a rigid object with n p point-to-
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point frictional contacts. The hard finger model is adopted,
implying that all force components are transmitted through
the contacts. According to the friction coulomb model, each
of the n p forces must lie inside its correspoding friction cone
in order to avoid slippage. Let us denote by µ the friction
coefficient, fn the normal force component and fo , ft the
tangential components. In this respect, the friction constraints
are formulatedqas:
fi2o + fi2t ≤ µ fin , i = 1, ..., n p
(1)
Linearizing the friction cone by an ng -sided polyhedral cone,
each grasping force can be represented as:
ng

fi =

∑ ai j si j ,

ai j ≥ 0,

j=1

with si j denoting the jth edge vector of the linearized friction
cone. Hence, the wrench produced by fi is given by:




ng
fi
si j
wi =
= ∑ ai j
fi × pi
si j × pi
j=1


si j
The vectors wi j =
∈ ℜ6 define the primitive
si j × pi
wrenches (i.e., the wrench generated by a force along the
jth edge of the linearized friction cone) where pi represents
the position of ith contact point with respect to the object
coordinate frame. Without loss of generality the vectors si j
are considered to be normalized. The grasp is force closured
if and only if the primitive wrenches positively span the
entire wrench space, or equivalently the origin of the wrench
space lies strictly inside the convex hull of the primitive
wrenches (i.e., 0 ∈ int [co(w11 , w12 , ..., wn p ng )]) [10].
Our grasp selection algorithm is based on the concept of
the Q distance proposed by Zhu and Wang [11] for curved
objects. In summary, given a polyhedral set Q ⊂ R6 that
contains the origin (i.e., 0 ∈int[Q]), a point p ∈ R6 and a
convex polyhedron A ⊂ R6 , the Q distance from p to A is
calculated as follows:

s.t.

−p ∈
/ int[A] :

−p ∈int[A] :

K

dQ− (k) = min −ρ

dQ+ (p, A) = min ∑ ρk
k=1
K

N



 ∑ ρk qk = ∑ αi ai − p






k=1
i=1
N








∑ αi = 1

i=1

ρk , αi ≥ 0








s.t.

∑

/ int [co(W )]
dQ+ (0, co(W )), 0 ∈
dQ− (0, co(W )), 0 ∈ int [co(W )]

Additionally, in case the vertices of W can be represented as smooth functions, it was proven (see [11]) that
the derivatives of dQ+ and dQ− exist and can be computed
accurately almost everywhere. In light of this, we formulate
our optimization problem
as decision variables
 by choosing
T
the unified vector v = q w , where q ∈ Rnq and w ∈ R6
denote the joint displacements and wrist position/orientation
respectively. We assume that the desired position/orientation
of the robotic hand can be implemented by attaching it on a
dexterous manipulator. Then, the optimization problem can
be formulated as following:

min dQ (0, co(W ))
s.t.
qmin ≤ q ≤ qmax
(2)
f kine(q) ∈ ∂ O
(3)
j
j+1
qabd/add
≤ qabd/add
(4)
0
p ∈
/O
(5)
Equation (2) describes the joint mechanical limits whereas
(3) ensures that the fingertips are in contact with the object
j
surface. Furthermore, qabd/add
, ( j = 1, ..., n p − 1) represents
the abduction/adduction degree of freedom of all fingers
opposed to the thumb (index, middle, ring, pinky) and
equation (4) ensures collision avoidance. The next constraint
is added in order to avoid penetration between the robotic
hand and the object. In particular, p0 denotes a set of finite
discrete points lying on the robotic hand (the fingertips
are excluded). Given an analytical expression of the object
boundary, equation (5) can be easily expressed as inequality
constraints. Henceforth, we shall refer to these constraints
using the abbreviation RHC, (robotic hand constraints).

Robotic hands are subjected to joint torque constraints.
Thus, it is important to adopt a robot hand configuration
that is capable of exerting the required grasping forces on
the object with relatively low joint torque effort. Towards
this goal, we exploited the force transmission ratio rk and
compatibility index c which was defined in [12] as:

N

αi = 1
i=1
αi , ρ ≥ 0


dQ (0, co(W )) =

B. Dealing with force transmission maximization and positioning inaccuracies



N





ρq
=
α
a
−
p
k
∑ ii 






i=1







and can be interpreted as a sufficient condition. Thus, starting
from a random grasp configuration, an optimal force closure
grasp can be obtained by minimizing:








dQ− (p, A) = max dQ− (k)
k=1,...,K

where qk (k = 1, ..., K) and ai (i = 1, ..., N) are the vertices
of Q and A respectively. Notice that the aforementioned
linear programs can be easily solved using the simplex
method. Moreover, the set Q may be chosen to be a simplex
in order to reduce the computational complexity.
Assume that W contains the primitive wrenches of the
grasp configuration. Then, as noted in [11], dQ+ (0, co(W )) = 0
represents a necessary condition for the force closure property, while dQ− (0, co(W )) < 0 is equivalent to 0 ∈ int[co(W )]

rk = [uTk (Ji JiT )uk ]−1/2
ci =

l

l

k=1

k=1

∑ rk2 = ∑ [uTk (Ji JiT )uk ]−1

where uk , k = 1, ..., l, denotes the direction of interest regarding the contact forces and Ji denotes the jacobian of
the ith finger, i = 1, ..., n p . Since we have assumed frictional
hard contacts, each force is restricted to lie inside its corresponding friction cone. Hence, for each contact point we
choose the unit vectors uk to be aligned with the edges of the
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linearized friction cone as in [13]. The compatibility index
for the robotic hand is given by:
ng

np

np

c = ∑ w fi ci = ∑ w fi
i=1

i=1

∑ [uTk (Ji JiT )uk ]−1
k=1

where w fi are weighting factors, each one for every finger.
Maximization of the compatibility index c yields an optimal posture with respect to the force transmission metric.
However, as it was stated previously, different sources may
cause deviation between the actual and desired joint positions. Thus, we must guarantee that the robotic hand can
grasp the object even if angular displacement errors induce
fingertip positioning inaccuracies. For that reason we utilized
the concept of independent contact regions (ICR), adopting,
in particular, the approach of Roa and Suarez described in [4]
to determine whether a point on the object boundary qualifies
to be a member of an ICR.
In summary, suppose a force closure grasp configuration is
given with a quality D. The quality metric considered, similarly with Subsection A, is the largest perturbation wrench
that can be resisted regardless the perturbation direction and
is equal to the distance from 0 to the closest facet of the
primitive wrenches’ convex hull. Each ICRi consists of a
set of discrete points, so that if the fingertips are placed
inside the corresponding region, a force closure grasp with a
minimum quality D0 is obtained. The procedure of computing
the ICRs based on the particular method is illustrated in
Fig. 1 with a hypothetical 2-d wrench space. In this figure a
convex hull of 3 contact points is represented. Each contact
point pi is associated with 4 primitive wrenches wi j and a
number of facets Fk , involving at least one vertex wi j .
𝐻2 ′

𝒘𝟏

𝑺𝟏

𝐻1 ′

𝐹1

𝐹2

movement of the hyperplanes for a single contact point can
be determined as following:
• for s = 1, ..., S (for each deviated contact point)
• for j = 1, ..., ng (for each primitive wrench of the
deviated contact point)
• for k = 1, ..., K (for each hyperplane Hk having
at least one primitive wrench wi j )
• compute the signed distance between the hyperplane Hk and primitive wrench ws j
• build the parallel hyperplane Hk0 that involves
ws j
• compute the signed distance i D0k j between Hk0
and 0
• end
• find the required distance i D0jmin = min(i D0k j ) of
T
all hyperplanes Hk from 0 so that ws j ∈ Hk0+
• end
• find the required distance i D0s = max(i D0jmin ) of all
hyperplanes from 0 so that at least one primitive
T
wrench of ps belongs in Hk0+
• end
• compute D0i = min(i D0s ) of all deviated contact points ps
The quantity D0 = min(D0i ) of all nominal contact points pi
denotes the maximum distance between 0 and all hyperplanes
Hk0 so that the deviated contact points belong in their corresponding ICR. Furthermore, it is equivalent to the minimum
possible quality of the grasp, even if contact points deviation
occurs. Last but not least, the signed distance D0 must be
greater than 0 (D0 > 0) in order to maintain the force closure
property of the grasp. If D0 < 0 at least one hyperplane Hk0
does not contain the origin.
Considering the analysis above and keeping
as decision
T
variables the unified vector v = q w , we formulate
the following optimization scheme that yields a grasp
configuration with great force transmission and robustness
against positioning inaccuracies:

D

D’ 0



min w1 1c + w2 10
D

Fig. 1. Independent Contact Regions. p1 is associated with facets F1
and F2 . H10 , H20 are the hyperplanes built parallel to F1 , F2 respectively at a
distance D0 from 0, leaving, also, 0 and their corresponding facet at different
halfpsaces. A neighbouring point is said to be included in T
the ICR1 if at
least one of its primitive wrenches lies inside the region S1 = Hk0+ , k = 1, 2
(we assume that co(W ) ⊆ Hk− ). The green primitive wrenches are associated
with contact points inside the ICR1 .

In our work the range of the joint displacement error
is known, hence the deviation of the contact points can
be computed. Therefore, instead of checking which points
qualify to be inside the ICRs with respect to a minimum
desired quality as in [4], we can determine the necessary hyperplane displacements, so that at least one primitive
wrench
T
of each deviated contact point ps belongs in Hk0+ . Suppose
a nominal contact point pi , the hyperplanes’ equations Hk x =
Kk associated with the particular point and the deviated
contact points ps , s = 1, ..., S are given. The necessary parallel

s.t.

RHC
dQ− (0, co(W )) < 0
0

(6)
D >0
(7)
Equation (6) constrains the algorithm to search only force
closured grasps. Moreover, equation (7) requires the deviated
contact points to belong in their corresponding independent
contact region. The initial posture provided to the algorithm
is the one calculated in Subsection A. As the authors in [4]
state, an optimal configuration with respect to the utilized
quality metric (defined in [14]) results in larger ICRs. In
light of this, the optimal grasp configuration generated in
Subsection A is ideal to initiate our second search algorithm.
Given the object properties, the aforementioned algorithms
yielded off-line an optimal posture. For the simulated examples we considered a 2.25 cm-radius, 13 cm-high cylindrical
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object. Furthermore, due to the robust nature of our analysis,
we selected a conservative friction coefficient [2] (µ = 0.3)
and took into consideration the influence of uncertainties
related to the friction coefficient and object model in the
computation of ICRs as presented in [15]. The linearized
friction cone consisted of 8 sides. An initial non force closure
grasp and the optimal final grasp (output of the algorithms)
are depicted in Fig. 2. Based on the joint displacement error
of the DLR/HIT II, the maximum contact point deviation
on the object was found to be 4 mm. Hence, 4 deviated
contact points were considered at a distance of 4 mm from
their corresponding nominal contact point. Note, also, that
due to the high accuracy we have in terms of positioning the
Mitsubishi PA10 end effector, we neglect errors in the actual
wrist position/orientation. The solution of the optimization
schemes was derived using the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox.

Initial posture
Fig. 2.

Optimal posture

Simulated postures

It should be mentioned that the quantity D0 denotes
the minimum quality of the grasp even if contact points
deviation occurs and depends exclusively on the position
of the contact points on the surface of the object. On the
other hand, the compatibility index c is used so that the
resulted configuration of the robotic hand can effectively
transform joint torques to contact forces. Considering the
above, D0 is associated with the transformation of contact
forces to object wrenches, while c is connected to the ability
of the mechanical system to produce effectively forces to the
environment. Hence, the significance of each quality metric
can be adjusted by using the weighted factors w1 , w2 .
III. D ETERMINATION OF CONTACT FORCES UTILIZING

where pi j is the pressure value at each sensel and xi , y j denote
the x-coordinate of ith column and y-coordinate of jth row
respectively on the 4x4 array.
The position of the contact centroids is defined by 2-D
coordinates on the arrays of the tactile sensor. However, it
is required to map the centroid local coordinates (xco f , yco f )
into 3-D coordinates on the fingertip. Towards this goal, we
exploited the point cloud of the DLR/HIT II fingertips. For
each robotic finger, we, initially, matched the 4 corner sensels
of the array with their actual position pcorn
, i = 1, ..., 4, on
i
the point cloud and computed the distance from them to
all other nodes of the point cloud. Assuming that the Grip
sensor covers the surface of the fingertips due to its inherent
thinness and flexibility, given a contact centroid on each array
(xco f , yco f ) we determined its corresponding node P(X,Y,Z)
on the point cloud to minimize the function:
min{ ∑4i=1 (disti (X,Y, Z) − arraydisti (xco f , yco f ))2 } (8)
to node
where disti (X,Y, Z) denotes the distance from pcorn
i
P(X,Y,Z) on the point cloud and arraydisti (xco f , yco f ) denotes the distance between the ith corner sensel and the
contact centroid on the tactile array. In other words, we
assumed that the distance between two points remains invariant whether they are expressed by 3-D coordinates or
2-D coordinates on the arrays.

(𝒙𝒄𝒐𝒇 , 𝒚𝒄𝒐𝒇 )

P(X,Y,Z)

Fig. 3.

With the aforementioned capabilities of the tactile suit, we
present the steps of our approach towards the implementation
of a successful grasp:
1) Offline search for a robust configuration with respect
to contact positioning inaccuracies as presented in
Section II
2) Implementation of the desired wrist position/orientation and joint angles
3) Joints’ displacement freezing when their corresponding
finger senses contact with the object through its tactile
array
4) Reading the actual joint positions and contacts centroids from the encoders and tactile sensors output
respectively
5) Mapping the contact centroids to their corresponding
position on the mechanical fingertips using (8)
6) Computation of the contact points position on the
object through forward kinematics
7) Determination of sufficient forces to grasp the object

TACTILE SENSING

A. Introducing the use of appropriate tactile sensors
In order to reduce the magnitude of uncertainty regarding
the grasping parameters, we utilized valuable information
from tactile sensors mounted appropriately on the DLR HIT
II. To be more specific, we used the off-the-self 4256e Grip
sensor designed by Tekscan. This ultra thin (0.15 mm) tactile
sensor consists of 320 sensing elements (sensels) and is able
to measure the pressure magnitude of each sensel based on
piezo-resistive technology.
The active region of each fingertip is a 4x4 array and the
sensels’ output allows us to compute the center of force, or
equally, the contact centroid as:
3

3

3

xco f =

i=0
3

j=0
3

∑ ∑ pi j

i=0 j=0

3

∑ y j ∑ pi j

∑ xi ∑ pi j
, yco f =

j=0
3

i=0
3

∑ ∑ pi j

j=0 i=0

Distances on the fingertip and the tactile array respectively

It should be noticed that the measuring errors of the joint
angle sensors are considered to be negligible. Hence, any er3685

δp
θmax = 2 sin−1 2rmax , r : curvature radius
0
µ = tan(tan−1 µ − θmax )

rors in the contact points computation in Step 6, may appear
only owing to uncertainties in the centroids’ measurements.
B. Grasping force optimization scheme
In the sequel, we present the analysis towards defining
adequate contact forces online, taking into consideration
uncertainties that may occur during the grasping procedure.
The expressions that relate the contact forces fc with the
external disturbance wext and the joint torques τ are:
G fc = −wext
(9)
J T fc = τ
(10)
where G and J denote the grasp matrix and hand jacobian
respectively (J = diag(Ji ), i = 1, ..., n p ) [1]. From (9) the
contact forces can be written as:
fc = −G+ wext + Eλ ,
(11)
+
where G is the pseudoinverse of G, E is a matrix whose
columns form a basis for the nullspace of G and λ is an
arbitrary vector. The first term of (11) is related to the
compensation of external wrench wext , while the term Eλ
denotes those forces whose resultant wrench to the object
is zero [1]. The set of these forces is called internal forces
and are associated with the ability of the robotic hand to
squeeze arbitrarily tight in order to grasp properly. Moreover,
by exerting internal forces on the object appropriately, the
generated contact forces comply with the friction constraints.
Thus, our goal in this section is to calculate and apply
appropriate internal forces to the object so that the friction
law and torque constraints are not violated during a stable
grasping.
Assume that the maximum absolute value of the uncertainty on the fingertips is δ pmax . In our approach the
magnitude of the uncertainty on the object geometry will
also be considered as δ pmax . To proceed, the authors in [9]
proposed that even if contact uncertainties occur, equation (9)
needs to be satisfied in order to grasp the object successfully.
Thus, by representing as δ x the deviation of x due to δ p and
neglecting higher order terms, equation (9) becomes:

−wext = G fc = (δ G + G)(δ fc + fc )
δ fc = −G+ δ G fc
After straightforward matrix norm
  calculations we get:
kδ fci k ≤ kδ fcimax k = kΞi G+

p
0
np
fni
kδ pmax 1 + µ 2 ∑i=1
I3x3

(12)
where Ξi represents a separation matrix ( fci = Ξi fc ), fni =
ni fci is the normal force component and ni is the contact
normal vector.
In addition, since in our case, as explained in
Subsection A, joint displacement errors are negligible,
((∂ Jik /∂ qik )δ qik = 0), from (10) we get, similarly, for the
kth joint:
δ τik = δ JiTk fci + JiTk δ fci
p
|δ τik | ≤ |δ τik max | = 1 + µ 2 δ pmax fni + kJik kT kδ fcimax k (13)
Details about (12), (13) can be found in [9]. It should
be noted that contact uncertainty affects the friction cone as
well. In light of this, a new friction coefficient for curved
objects can be determined as [9]:

In order to take into consideration the contact forces and joint
torques deviation, the authors in [9] proposed to increase the
normal force component in the friction law by kδ fcmax k and
reduce the maximum actuator torque by |δ τik max | (13). Moreover, the friction cone defined in (1) may be approximated
by an L-sided convex polyhedral cone in order to reduce the
computational complexity of the problem [6]. Hence, (1) can
be expressed as: −Vi fci ≤ 0, fni ≥ 0.
Considering as decision variables the vector λ of the internal forces defined in (11), the linear optimization problem
towards determining sufficient internal forces is formulated
as following:

min ∑ fni
s.t.

−Vi0 ( fci − ni k fcimax k) ≤ 0
|τik | ≤ |τikmax | − |δ τikmax |
fni ≥ 0
i = 1, ..., n p , k = 1, ..., K, where in V 0 the friction coefficient µ 0 is used instead of µ. The algorithm presented
above searches for internal forces that minimize the sum
of the normal forces and therefore the grasp effort, while
simultaneously constraining the generated contact forces to
satisfy the friction and torque constraints. In our work wext
is considered to be the weight of the object. However,
estimating the location of the center of mass with great
precision is an extremely difficult task. Uncertainties in the
center of mass position can be represented as a set of external
disturbances with respect to the nominal object coordinate
frame. Consequently, instead of compensating the object’s
weight, we search for internal forces that compensate a set
wl , l = 1, ..., L, of external disturbances. In other words,
the derived internal forces should produce for each external
wrench wl , contact forces (11) that satisfy the friction and
torque constraints.
Remark 1: In [9] the authors had to deal not only with
joint angle deviations but also with contact uncertainties
both on the fingers and the object. Furthermore, as stated
in [9], given a configuration and uncertainty magnitude, it
is possible that the constraints of the optimization problem
cannot be satisfied. On the other hand, in our analysis, the
posture of the robotic hand is determined by maximizing the
force transmission ratio, as presented in Section II, whereas
by exploiting tactile sensing we further neglect joint angle
errors, thus relaxing significantly the on-line derivation of
the internal forces. Apparently, the two parts of the proposed
grasping strategy (i.e., the off-line and the on-line) are tightly
connected and are cooperating towards generating successful
grasps.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND VALIDATION
DLR/HIT II is a 15 DoF anthropomorphic robotic hand
[16]. It has five identical fingers with 3 DoF per finger: two
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for flexion-extension and one for abduction-adduction. The
last two joints are mechanically coupled using a steel wire
with transmission ratio 1:1.
The DLR robotic hand is attached at the end effector
of the Mitsubishi PA10 manipulator and the tactile arrays
are mounted on the robotic fingertips. The desired wrist
position/orientation generated in Section II, is used in order
to derive anthropomorphic trajectories for the Mitsubishi
PA10 robotic manipulator using “functional anthropomorphism” as described in [17]. Regarding the communications,
a grasp planner PC (Ubuntu OS) establishes tcp connections
with a PC (Windows OS) that collects the forces from the
tekscan system and the Mitsubishi PA10 control unit (realtime linux), in order to detect contact with the object and
provide the appropriate trajectories respectively. The experiment is performed using the cylindrical object presented in
the simulation examples in section II of weight 100 gr.
In section III an optimization algorithm was presented
that yields the required internal forces. In order to exert the
desired forces we utilized the dynamic model of the robotic
hand. Due to its inherent joint flexibility, the flexible joint
model is used [18]. In our case, we may arrive at:
τ = g(q) − τext = K(θ − q)
where q denotes the link side position vector, θ denotes
the motor position vector expressed in link coordinates and
g(q) represents the gravity term. Furthermore, K is the
stiffness matrix and τext denotes the external torque vector
respectively. Since we deal with rigid objects, for a given
q vector (after contact detection), we may calculate the
necessary motor displacements θ = K −1 (g(q) − JiT fextd ) + q,
in order to exert the desired internal forces fextd on the object.
The term g(q) may be computed using the DH parameters
and the nominal masses of the DLR/HIT II [18].
In the attached video the grasping procedure is illustrated in order to validate the proposed methodology. The
experimental data are presented in Fig. 4. The desired
configuration qdes is derived by solving the optimization
problems in Section II and qact denotes the actual configuration after contact detection. Based on the measurements from the encoders and the tactile sensor the desired
torques τdes are derived as presented in Subsection III B.
The actual torque values measured from torque sensors are
denoted by τact . The video can be found in HD quality at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jI5d1vaAW8.
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